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pūrākau
international poster project

xavier meade
mediarts
wintec
aotearoa | new zealand

impact®
borders and crossings: the artist as explorer • 2013

3 countries

impact®
borders and crossings: the artist as explorer • 2013

11 artists

14 writers
7 translators

8 printing studios
John the Poet, Holy Virgin of the Barricades reader at poets pub crawl

John Phillips
Miguelito Reed
Xavier Eve Kask
Dariusz Kaca

Heaven or sky?

Wuon Gean Ho
Dislocation

Unending Forest

Milos Dordevic: Dislocation
Dundee students 'steamrol'

Artists Books
Bruce McLean

various Artists Books
There will be new rules next week.

Print Festival Scotland
Dundee Contemporary Art
There will be new rules next week.

the m\'manus museum

Dundee = JJ
Jute
Jam
Journalism

Print Festival Scotland
Glasgow Print Studio
40 years 40 artists

Print Festival Scotland
Glasgow Print Studio
40 years 40 artists
Print Festival Scotland
Edinburgh Print Studio
Open day

Edinburgh Print Studio
Rachel Maclean
Heath Scotland

Stirling Old Town Jail
Freedom Versions
This serigraph poster was printed at 2 am on January 1, 1959, the morning of the Cuban Revolution. Depicted is a drawing of Fidel Castro, the leader of the July 26th Movement, based on a photograph. The red and black flag of the July 26th Movement fills the upper part of the field. The poster is signed, dated and dedicated to John Phillips by the artist.
Mexico
Museo de la Ciudad
Ozymandias
Sergio Garván

Óptica in Tulum
readings by Carlos and live music by Ekab

Vértigo Galería
Colima #23 Mexico City
Emory Douglas exhibiting

public collections
ISDI, Havana, Cuba
JADDO, Queretaro, Mexico
Museo Nacional de la Estampa, Mexico City
MUUM, Palencia, Spain
CRIT, Chua, NZ
Waikato Museum, NZ
Te Whanganui-A-Te-Aparte
Waikato University, NZ
National Library of New Zealand
Raglan and District Museum, NZ
Raglan Area School, NZ
Raglan Area School, NZ

Vértigo Galería
Cortina #25 Mexico City
Emory Douglas exhibiting
Illustration for Public Good, 2014 book curated by Kim Paton

Work in progress SPARK
John Mandelberg

HUMAN RIGHTS film
festival
Hamilton

Exhibition launch at
Ramp - July 2014
ISDI Havana - June 2014
Vértigo Galería - July 2015
Book to be published by
Zine Festival
meetings doodles
17 May Hamilton

Gracias

www.xaviermeade.net